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Noticed and Welcomed or Invisible
and Lonely?
By Cindy Breeze

(Note: This article appeared in the July 2011 edition
of The Mennonite, and won the Associated Church
Press’ 2011 Best of the Christian Press Award in the
“Reporting and Writing: Personally Useful Article”
category)

What does someone who has been a visitor in 40
different congregations in 10 months have to say
about congregational hospitality? Quite a lot.
Following my retirement as associate pastor of First
Mennonite Church in Urbana, Ill., my husband and I
took the opportunity to worship with a variety of
congregations. Recalling Diana Butler Bass’ lecture
at Pastors’ Week (Associated Mennonite Biblical
Seminary in January 2009) about the nonnegotiable importance of congregational hospital-

ity, especially to visitors, I decided to do an informal research project to rate the hospitality we
received at the churches we visited. Of the 40
congregations we attended, five were nondenominational, and the remainder represented 19 denominations.
We attended large, medium and small congregations; urban and rural churches; congregations
representing a wide range of theological perspectives; ethnically diverse and nondiverse congregations; churches with a contemporary worship style
and those that were more traditional.
In each congregation I gathered anecdotal data
about hospitality in seven areas: website information and design, parking, signage outside and
inside, the quality and quantity of welcome prior to
the worship service, the worship service, the
quality and quantity of welcome following the
service, and follow-up. Although I believe all seven
areas create a total package of congregational
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hospitality, there are three I would list as most
important: website information and design, the
quality and quantity of greeting before a service,
and the hospitality of the actual worship service.
At the outset of this project I had no idea of the
importance I would soon give to a congregation’s
website, especially since I am not technologically
savvy. However, after carefully perusing over 40 of
them, I have come to regard a well-designed and
easy-to-maneuver website as an act of hospitality.
Many potential visitors are checking out congregations online and forming an initial impression
without ever setting foot in a building. Although
not all congregations will choose to develop a
website, I offer these suggestions to those who do:
1. A church’s home page should clearly post the
two things a visitor needs to know—the address
of the church and the time of worship. It was
surprising how many websites neglected to have
these readily available for a newcomer. On one
congregation’s website, I had to open six different
links before I could find the time of the worship
service. Correct or incorrect, the impression I got
was that this congregation did not care if visitors
came or not.
2. In addition to the address and time of worship,
websites provide visitors with other helpful
information: maps, parking instructions if space is
limited, mission statements, tips on what to expect
in a typical worship service, denominational information and an introduction to local church leadership. Online sermons give the visitor a glimpse into
the theology of a congregation. Calendars indicate
both the activity level of a congregation and
whether those activities are ones a visitor would be

interested in. From online bulletins a visitor can see
what kind of music the congregation prefers and
how much importance is given to Christian education. From posted pictures, a potential visitor could
observe the age, gender and racial diversity in the
congregation.
3. Although it takes a lot of time and effort to
keep websites current, up-to-date information
announces, “Here is what we are doing right now.
Come and join us.” Out-of-date information advertises a congregation’s lack of attention to details.
Worse yet, it can actually mislead visitors. One
Sunday I arrived for a worship service at the time
announced on the congregation’s website, only to
find the pastor delivering the benediction. Obviously no one had adjusted the information on the
website, so how was a visitor to know the congregation went to an earlier starting time in the summer? My conclusion? This congregation did not
care much about attracting new people.
After 10 months of visiting churches, I believe the
single most important aspect of hospitality to
newcomers is the quality and quantity of the
greeting before the worship service begins. For
most visitors, walking into a new church takes
courage, and many, including myself, are out of our
comfort zone in a new worship environment. We
found, from the beginning to the end of this project, that the initial greetings we experienced in a
congregation colored the lasting impression we
had of that church. We often received warm and
sincere greetings. We experienced smiles and
friendly words that made us relax and feel comfortable—made us feel like someone cared that we
were there and gave us a little taste of community. We also received greetings that were cold
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and flat, greetings where there was no spirit of joy,
and unfriendly greetings that actually reduced me
to tears on two occasions.

5. We found it hospitable to be given the name of
the person or people greeting us and likewise
appreciated being asked our names.

It should be the responsibility and privilege for all
of us to greet visitors on a Sunday morning. But it is
especially important to implement good welcoming
practices for those assigned as greeters or ushers.
Once again a few reflections from our visits:

6. Most visitors feel awkward or uncomfortable
finding a seat on their own in a crowded sanctuary.
I would have avoided embarrassment one Sunday
if a greeter or usher had assisted me in finding a
seat. I arrived during the preservice singing, and
the sanctuary was crowded. Because worshipers
were standing to sing, it was difficult to see empty
seats. I slipped into a row toward the back, but just
as we were about to sit down, the person next to
me said, “You’ll have to go sit somewhere else. This
is where I always sit.”

1. Not everyone is well-suited to be an usher or
greeter any more than everyone is suited to be a
Sunday school teacher or song leader. It is important to tap those who are especially gifted in the
area of extending warm hospitality or who are
willing to be trained.
2. There is much more to a hospitable greeting
than handing out bulletins, and the training of
greeters is helpful. It was always obvious to us
which congregations had trained their greeters
about visitor hospitality and which had not.
3. Greeters and ushers should be familiar enough
with the congregation to be able to recognize new
faces and welcome accordingly. The exception to
this might be if the congregation is so large that
newcomers cannot easily be identified. Even then,
however, the careful training of greeters can result
in a sincere and friendly welcome for both newcomers and regulars.
4. We enjoyed being welcomed multiple times
before worship by strategically placed greeters and
especially appreciated when they pointed out
restrooms, coat racks, offices, fellowship space and
Sunday school rooms.

7. The attention given to the hospitable greeting of
visitors also increases the quality of welcome to
regular attendees. Once visitors are in the sanctuary, the opportunities for hospitality continue. Do
other worshipers acknowledge visitors, especially
those sitting nearby? Is there a written welcome to
visitors in the bulletin? Are visitors publicly welcomed by the worship leader or pastor? Do visitors
have the opportunity to introduce themselves or to
register their attendance in some way? Are there
easy-to-understand directives from worship leaders and song leaders about different aspects of the
service? Will visitors know whether they are invited
to participate in congregational rituals, and if so,
are there clear instructions on how to proceed?
Does the language used in worship exclude visitors
by using only first names during announcements
and sharing time? Is there an overuse of acronyms
and “insider” humor during the service that excludes newcomers? Are visitors invited to a time of
fellowship following the ser-vice? Are visitors left
awkwardly alone during the fellowship hour?
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Each congregation we visited had a palpable atmosphere of hospitality or non-hospitality. We
could tell if people were happy and excited to see
each other. We could sense when there was an
aura of anticipation about what the morning would
bring. We could gauge the level of joy in being
together. From our observations, we could discern
not only whether community was important to a
congregation but whether it might be open to
adding new people to their community.

us know if there is anything we can do for you.” My
husband mumbled, “I think if you want to be
warmly greeted on a Sunday morning, Home Depot
might be the place to go.”

Many of the congregations we visited seemed
almost fearful of overextending their welcome—
perhaps apprehensive about chasing away a newcomer with too much attention. However, the fear
of overextending hospitality is not an excuse for
lukewarm hospitality. Take a chance; err on the
side of friendliness. Churches rarely get a second
chance with visitors. Most visitors will find sincere
and effusive hospitality a gift, maybe a gift worth
opening again and again.

1. Visitor hospitality is important, and we have
done and will continue to do everything we can to
welcome and attract visitors to this congregation.

The low point in our hospitality project came when,
on two consecutive Sundays, we were entirely
ignored. On the first Sunday, we had to search for
our own bulletins in the foyer. On the next, the
usher literally thrust the bulletin into my face
without a word.
Not one person spoke to us before, during or after
either worship service, and the worship leaders
and pastors did not acknowledge visitors in any
way. On the way home from the second church, my
husband wanted to stop at Home Depot and check
out their new selection of perennials. Within a few
minutes of walking in the front door, no less than
six clerks greeted us with “Good morning. So glad
you are here.” Or, “Welcome to Home Depot; let

Thankfully, total visitor anonymity was not what
we experienced in most churches we visited, but
those two Sundays helped me realize that congregations tend to fall into one of the following categories:

2. Hospitality to visitors is important, and even
though we are unsure of how to improve in this
area, we are willing to take steps to become a truly
hospitable congregation.
3. We are happy when visitors come, but we are
not interested in exploring ways to improve our
hospitality.
4. We are not particularly interested in growing our
church; we’re happy with the way things are.
If congregations want to share the good news of
Jesus Christ and the joy of belonging to a community of faith, they must strive to be churches in
categories one or two. Diana Butler Bass, in her
book Christianity for the Rest of Us, writes: “True
Christian hospitality is a central practice of the
Christian faith. Christians welcome strangers as we
ourselves have been welcomed into God through
the love of Jesus Christ. Through hospitality, Christians imitate God’s welcome.”
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It was an honor to visit such a variety of churches. I
have a new and deep appreciation for what it
means to be a visitor. I know firsthand what it
means to be noticed and welcomed in a congregation. I also know what it means to be invisible and
lonely on a Sunday morning in church. I believe,
now more than ever, that we are called to welcome lavishly those who enter our sanctuary doors
in the name of Jesus—the One who practiced such
lavish hospitality himself.

A Practical Way to Welcome
By Dan Schreiber
Because we are Mennonites, we are careful to
steer clear of the high seat at the banquet.
Whether it’s shyness, guilt, low self-esteem, depression, or genuine spiritual humility, we find
ourselves skulking in the back, hoping we’ll have
the opportunity to turn down requests to honor us.
I believe this instinct reveals itself in our worship
seating habits. On many Sundays, we will see
random spots of folks sitting in the first four or five
rows, and the rest of us in the back half, shoulderto-shoulder with other meek, inheritor-of-theearth types. To be fair, that’s also where families
with small children need to sit, with access to quick
exit routes. And it’s where the late slackers sit too
(of which I count myself many Sundays). Nonetheless, even on our best Sundays, many of us believe
that the pews up front are the high seats at the
banquet, and if Jesus were to suddenly appear,
he’d probably ask us to move back a few rows.
I’ve especially noticed this lately, as it seems like
the sanctuary is quite snug most Sunday mornings.
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I don’t know if attendance has gone up or not, but
my non-scientific scan of the congregation on most
Sundays feels like more people and fewer seats.
This is a good thing.
And yet, as a sometimes usher, I have noticed that
fewer places to sit affects visitors more than it
affects regulars. It’s one thing to ask Anna or Rex to
sit right up against some surly Schreiber teenager
or even worse, a Schreiber adult, all because we
came late and tried to squeeze in the back row
together. But it’s quite another to give a stranger
the choice of crowded back or empty second row
behind the pastors.
So, a humble request for our possible visitors: If
everyone can just sit one pew closer to the front
than they usually do, or, one seat toward the
middle of the pew (to allow room for others to fill
in the sides), visitors who wander in will feel a little
more comfortable. And if Jesus does suddenly
appear, I promise we will attend to more important
things than worship seating.
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REMARKS AT INTERFAITH CANDLE
LIGHT VIGIL

Together, we must find our way to the specifics -what can be sold, to whom and under what circumstances.

By Pastor Janet Elaine Rasmussen

But let’s not waste a minute. Let’s engage the
dialogue and the advocacy, taking hold of this
moment in time, with hearts broken wide open, to
say, now is the time!

[These were prepared remarks by Pastor Janet at
the Interfaith Candle Light Vigil on December 18,
2012, lamenting the Newtown, CT tragedy]
Good evening! Shortly, we will hear read the
names of those who died last Friday in Newtown,
CT. We mourn each one of these murdered
children of God. We pray God’s mercy and healing
for their families, friends, and schoolmates.
Twenty precious children and six dedicated educators perished in a shower of bullets fired from a
semi-automatic rifle inside an elementary school.
Multiple bullets tore into each human body as high
-velocity rounds fired rapidly and repeatedly.
Semiautomatic rifles and handguns are high-power
weapons, both in speed and fire power, yet they
are freely available.
Indeed, all kinds of guns are freely available in our
country --- alone among all the wealthy industrialized nations -- and our children are paying the price
of their lives. We now count more than 100 school
shootings since the massacre at Columbine High
School in 1999.
In other nations – Australia, Great Britain, Japan,
for example, tragedies like Columbine and now
Newtown have spurred legislative reforms, and
these in turn have dramatically reduced the number of firearm murders.
Isn’t it time for us to wake up, be courageous and
declare the strength of our convictions? Isn’t it
time we said “enough”?

Now is the time to end the senseless killing of our
boys and girls, our men and women. Do you
agree? Isn’t it time?
Now is the time to cease the reckless sale of assault
weapons and multiple firing guns, weapons meant
only for murder. Isn’t it time?
Now is the time to make gun dealers more accountable. Isn’t it time?
Now is the time to recognize that more guns bring
more homicides. Isn’t it time?
Now is the time to lay down our fear and to help
others cast out their fear, as we stand together for
safeguards that build public safety and trust. Isn’t
it time?
God teaches us the power of love and calls us to be
peacemakers.
Specifically, in the words of the prophet Isaiah, we
hear that those who walk in God’s paths “shall beat
their swords into plowshares and their spears into
pruning hooks” (Isaiah 2:4).
May God grant us the resolve to honor life and
work for peace. May it be so, for the sake of all our
children, born and yet unborn. Amen.
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From the Archives

Send in your own pictures of past or current FMC life!
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2013 FMC Council and Committees
Church Council
Clark Breeze, Chair
Chuck Gibson, Chair Elect
Randy Nelson, Elder
Barb Shenk, Elder
Sam Cox, Council member
Sarah Lubienski, Council member
Oleta Miller, Council member
Phyllis Croisant, Treasurer, ex-officio
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Pastor, ex-officio
Michael Crosby, Associate Pastor, ex-officio
Spiritual Leadership Team
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Pastor
Michael Crosby, Associate Pastor
Randy Nelson, Elder
Barb Shenk, Elder
Clark Breeze, Council Chair
Christian Education (still being finalized)
Hospitality and Fellowship
Beth Rempe, Convener
Sarah Lubienski, Council Rep
Allyson Van Buren
Karla Woodson
Mary Krick
Paul Duncum
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Staff Liaison
Library Committee
Rosalee Otto, Convener
Kathy Martin
Ruth Stoltzfus
Michael Crosby, Staff Liaison

Pastoral Support Committee
Scott Bidner, Chair
Clark Breeze
Chuck Gibson
Property and Finance
Brett Bode, Convener
Sam Cox, Council Rep
Emerson Nafziger
Phyllis Croisant
Perry Biddle
Tom Sutter
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Staff Liaison
Service and Outreach
Pam Martin, Convener
Oleta Miller, Council Rep
Brian Sauder
Chris Lubienski
Carol Schuster
Abby Berkey
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Staff Liaison
Worship Committee
Laurel Matthews, Convener
Janet Elaine Rasmussen, Council Rep
Michael Crosby
Michael Genau
Rafael Luquis
Joel Krehbiel

